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Sustained participation in physical activity

• Ultimate goal
• Poorly defined
• Measured short term
• Involvement rarely measured

Being there

Experience of 
participating when 
attending

Imms et al., 2017





High-level mobility programme (HLMP)

• 8 participants attend one hour sessions 2x/week for 12 weeks
• 4 participants to 1 - 2 trainer ratio

• Free, community based, participation-focused 
• Task specific exercises towards individualised goals + home programme
• Fun activities/games/relays
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Baseline HLMP Follow up COVID Post Lockdown

Interview 1 Interview 2 Interview 3

Goals set Goals collected 26 fortnightly 

Participation Activity Charts completed weekly 56-58 weeks

Test Test Test Test

Interpretive Description as part of SSRD



Interpretive description qualitative study

Asks a clinical question
What do the adolescents and their parents tell us about the value of participation in 
physical activity and sustaining physical activity into adulthood?
• Adolescents and parent’s voice
• Voice before, during and after an intervention

Informs practise

Make change
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Coding

38 semi structured interviews, HLMP notes, journal, audit trial, discussion

Analysis Interpretation



Kilgour et al. 2022 unpublished data



Balancing the continua

I’ll try anything I’ll do it if I want to
I am motivated I don’t want to
I like it and it’s my choice Do I have a choice?

It makes me feel good It’s not for me

I’ll try it if… I’m not ready

I’ll try it but… I don’t know if I can

It’s OK to be different It sucks being disabled
I am as good as me Moving towards normal

I am a para-athlete I have fewer options

I am supported I may not be able to when I am older

I am different I am judged

I face obstacles
Kilgour et al. 2022 unpublished data



Journey of Sustained Participation

The development of this Taonga is endorsed and supported by Toriana Hunt, Kaimahi Māori, 
Canterbury District Health Board & Manawhenua Ki Waitaha Charitable Trust Trustee



Just doing it: Attending and being involved



Getting the mix right: Right place and right timing
A waka without a paddle is like a person without direction: “He waka kore hoe, He tangata kore huarahi”



And ….The Right People
We are all in this together:  “He waka eke noa”



Balancing the continua together



I’ll try anything vs I’ll do it if I want to



It’s OK to be different vs It sucks being disabled



Navigating the systems together



Strengths

Longitudinal data collection
High rate of data collection
4 fathers, 8 mothers contributed
Intervention design
Participation focused approach

Limitations

1 female: 7 males
COVID



Applicability of findings – generalisability and 
transferability





Planning for Sustained Participation: 
Listening to adolescents and parents

Utilise adolescent and parent strategies
• Structured programme, planning ahead

Set goals and follow dreams
• Employment, sporting aspirations

Value supporters
• Family

Build and expand support networks
• Collaboration with their community



Next Steps: Sustained Physical Activity Checklist

1. Co design
What do I need to be active?

2. Connectiveness
What will help me keep being active?

3. Collaboration
What other factors could help me stay active?



Lessons learnt
• The journey of sustained participation is dynamic, complex and changeable

• Sustaining participation in physical activity is challenging for adolescents 
and their parents, yet highly valued

• For the waka to stay on course, successful journeys need to provide 
options and opportunities to find right place, timing, people

We are all in this together: “He waka eke noa”
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Thank you to the 

adolescents and 

their families!


